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THE MULTIPLE IDENTITIES OF THE POSTCOLONIAL
The IPCS hosted a wonderful Symposium to mark the 20
anniversary of the Institute. The papers were wide
ranging and indeed, dizzying in their treatment of
different aspects of the `post-colonial condition’. The
Symposium was book-ended by two major events
compelling a rethinking of some of the fundamental
categories of post-colonial analysis. Ashis, in his opening
conversation with Phillip, reconfigured the imperial by
analysing the different phases of the English presence in
India-the first characterized by a process of engagement
and even assimilation as the English adopted Indian ways;
and the second, following the Mutiny, when separation
and imposition were the order of the day. For Ashis, the
latter was an instance of `Enlightenment Imperialism’,
one driven by ambitions to transform the world in
accordance with a linear system, a narrative of progress
and social evolution in which the colonized were seen as
children and, simultaneously and paradoxically, as old
and decrepit as well. Within this framework, it was

unnecessary to study or understand the specificities of
Indian life as it represented just one stage in a narrative
Guests gather for the birthday celebrations of the Institute

(L-R) Phillip Darby, Angelo Mazzone, Justice Anthony North, Alan and
Shirley Richmond at the cocktail party commemorating the twentieth
anniversary of the founding of the Institute

of Enlightenment progress. `Difference’ in this way was
assimilated into a familiar structure. The task of engaging
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with radical difference was thus evaded, and this, for
Ashis, is still the task that we must confront, engaging
with the radical self both outside and within us,
conversing with the multiple selves we all contain: how
do we live with radical diversity?
Memory, myth, and the relationship with history was
another theme that Ashis elaborated on, pointing to the
ways in which all history exists in the moment and is
animated by emotions and subjectivity. The difference
between dominance and hegemony was a further issue
that Ashis mentioned: dominance may be challenged,
while hegemony results in a system where power is
naturalized and internalized by those who are its objects,
and dissent too becomes a way of furthering rather than
undermining that system.
I found the most impressive aspect of the conference was
the range of issues and methods and concerns it covered.
The presentations varied in their emphasis on the
postcolonial: in some cases, postcolonial categories were
explicitly used, in other cases, equally illuminatingly,
careful ethnography was itself revealing of the
`postcolonial condition’. Aparna Devare’s superb study of
the life of the Indian actor Bal Ghandarva whose
performances in women’s roles left both men and women
swooning, suggested ways in which dichotomies and
categories that are now seen as fixed were far more fluid,
both in private and public lives. Gender and violence were
themes taken up by Bina D’Costa and Nilmini Fernando in
papers which dealt with asylum seekers, the
empowerment of women and terrorism. The `Postcolonial
Dilemmas of Indigenous Australia’ panel offered rich and
detailed histories of different aspects of the Aboriginal
campaign for self-determination by Gary Foley, Djon
Mundine, Philip Batty and Melinda Hinkson and these
were all the more vivid as the speakers had all participated
in the events they were now analysing. The conclusions
were sobering but all the more persuasive because of the
obvious expertise and passion of the people making the
argument. Jon Altman added insight into Aboriginal
practices in relation to the environment.
Some of the originally listed speakers were unable to
attend, and Aparna and Swati improvised superbly to
offer us accounts of student activism in India and the
complex issues of caste and class that were involved.
Emma Kowal’s examined how aboriginal remains continue
to haunt biological science. The story, of how Aboriginal
bones were collected to demonstrate stages in the
evolution from primitive to modern, civilized man, and
how hundreds of samples of Aboriginal blood remain in
storage, is powerful and telling enough. The diverse
visions of the post-colonial continued with Raoni Rajao’s

paper on the construction of post-colonial identity in
relation to techno-scientific studies, to Paul Carter’s
meditations on the representation of genocide in Australia
and Germany to April Biccum’s study of the making of
global citizenship and Craig Jeffrey’s study of Indian youth
attempting to project a future in which they would have a
place. Two outstanding performances complemented the
papers given: one by

Raoni Rajão presents his paper “From myth-breaking to myth-making:
some lessons from Brazilian public intellectuals for postcolonial
studies” at the symposium.

Craig Jeffrey, director of the Australia India Institute, during his
presentation at the symposium Fregmonto Stokes, a version of

his alter ego, mining magnate Twiggy Palmcock and the
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other a dance performance choreographed by Russell
Dumas.
Michael Dutton ended the academic part of the
proceedings by dramatically denouncing the conference
as failing to achieve its ambitions of rethinking the
postcolonial, and then proceeded with his attempt to
rectify the situation by offering a sweeping and powerful
theory of the political, one that made Carl Schmitt appear
etiolated and secondary to the understanding of `the
political’ that Michael identifies with Chinese history and
statecraft.
The conference, the preceding newsletter of the IPCS
suggests, was animated by a concern to address a problem
with postcolonial studies: its emphasis on theory rather
than the `everyday’. It might be disputed whether this is
correct reading or diagnosis of post-colonialism. In any
event, if the fundamental premises of post-colonialism are
true, then every aspect of the everyday, modernity itself,
are products of the imperial encounter. And if this is the
case, then the post-colonial is to be found-in its multiple
identities and complex forms accounts in the everyday,
and it is through a study of the struggles and political
contests of the everyday that we might identify how issues
of race, gender, domination remain shaped by colonial
relations, the categories abstract away the singularity of
these accounts. Overlaps, connections, existed: but they
were left unexplored, and in this case I think, this was a
good thing. A question suggested by the rich variety of the
topics and methods presented at the conference-all of
them informed by what could be called a postcolonial
sensibility- might be whether we need new theories and
concepts or whether careful ethnographies are more
telling because they suggest in themselves the
postcolonial immanent in the realities we all inhabit and
confront. My one suggestion here is that a focus on SouthEast Asia and the Pacific might reveal aspects of other
aspects of Australia’s postcolonial relationships with its
neighbours, and indeed, perhaps the current versions of,
Australia’s own `imperial history’.
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The symposium, of course, was not only an academic this reason too to be part of this conference and to meet
event. It was a celebration of the 20 anniversary of the the many people who had appreciated the unique person

Symposium Thanks
The Australia India Institute partnered the Institute of
Postcolonial Studies in hosting the event, contributing
much needed funds. In addition, the AII helped with
publicity and its director, Craig Jeffrey, gave a
presentation. Arena Publications presented two panels
on Indigenous issues as well as being involved with the
organization of the symposium. The Congregation of
Mark the Evangelist Church made available the church
hall for the dance performance and assisted in planning
the programme. We acknowledge that it is largely
through such collaboration that the Institute can reach
out to a broader constituency and engage with everyday
life.

Tony Anghie, in his impromptu address at the book launch,
speaks eloquently and touchingly about Devika and the
Institute.

the edited collection dedicated to the memory of my
sister, Devika. Academics lapse into self-referentiality and
so it was not hard to think, as the day unfolded, of how
one of us would analyse the conference as a community
attempting to reaffirm itself, re-tell the unreliable story
of its own origins-through Phillip and Michael-and
celebrate, remember and mourn a young member who
had passed away, in this case through the ritual of
producing a volume which preserved the thoughts and
words of that person and presented them in an enduring,
ongoing conversation with friends and colleagues.
The IPCS was the closest thing to a home that Devika
Aparna Devare launching the book
found in Australia: Ashis calls upon us to engage with our
founding of the Institute and included the launching of
that Devika was, and who had been so kind and generous
`From International Relations to Relations International’, in extending to her their friendship.
multiple, radically different selves. This is extremely
Tony Anghie
difficult to do in the everyday, in a world that demands
singular, transparent, pre-ordained identities. It was only,
I think, in the special community of the Institute that
Devika felt she could engage in this process freely and
authentically. My association with Phillip is a long one: we
first met in 1984, when he provided crucial support for
my work. For me, personally, it was a special occasion for
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Seminar Series
7:30pm 14 September 2016
My Words My Story! A Palestinian
Australian's Quest for Voice and Inclusion
I was invited on ABC TV’s Q&A last year, but the invitation Samah Sabawi is a Palestinian-Australian-Canadian
was quickly rescinded. One of the show producers texted playwright, poet, essayist and commentator. Her
an apology, explaining the decision to have me on the critically acclaimed play Tales of a City by the Sea had two
poems are published in numerous magazines and books
and her essays and op-ed pieces appear in various
international media outlets. She has recently been named

Diary of Events

7:30pm 14 September 2016: My Words My Story! A Cultural Ambassador to the Melbourne Theatre Company.
Palestinian Australian's Quest for Voice and Inclusion 7:30pm 21 September 2016: Women’s Photography and
the Asia-Pacific, 1857–1930
7:30pm 5 October 2016: Racism in Singapore
7:30pm 19 October 2016: Variegated geographies of
citizenship. The digital connectivity of Somali forced
migrants in post-colonial Europe
All seminars will be held at the Institute of Postcolonial
Studies: 78-80 Curzon Street, North Melbourne, VIC 3051
Charges: Waged: $5, Unwaged: $3, Members free
Guests enjoying the delicious food prepared by Mary Chapman at the
dinner party.

show was ‘vetoed by editorial’. I am no stranger to being
disinvited. In 2014 a controversy erupted when the
Wheeler Centre disinvited me from a panel on the
Israel/Palestine conflict. The controversy made the pages
of The Age in Australia and Ha’aretz in Israel, prompting
the Wheeler Centre to issue another invitation for me to
sit on a different panel. This year I found myself at the
centre of another controversy as a campaign to remove
my play Tales of a City by the Sea from the Victorian
Certificate of Education Drama playlist triggered debate in
the halls of State Parliament. The Victorian Opposition
used a budget hearing to attack the Government over the
play’s inclusion on the VCE curriculum, making our modest
independent production, amongst the few, if any, to be
debated in state parliament. What is it about being
Palestinian in Australia that makes it such a challenge to
be visible and included even in conversations that directly
relate to our lives?

sold-out season runs at Melbourne's La Mama
Courthouse theatre and recently completed a successful
Australian national tour. The play was selected for the
2016 Victorian Certificate of Education Drama Playlist and
published by
Currency Press. An Arabic version was staged in Palestine
in 2014 and will be remounted later this year by
Alrowwad Cultural and Theatre Centre in Aida Refugee
Camp in the West Bank.
Samah Sabawi co-edited the groundbreaking anthology,
Double Exposure: Plays of the Jewish and Palestinian
Diasporas with Stephen Orlov, for Playwrights Canada
Press, the leading publisher of English Canadian Drama.
She is also one of three poets featured in I Remember My
Name: Poetry by Samah Sabawi, Ramzy Baroud, Jehan
Bseiso, which has been shortlisted for the prestigious
2016 Palestine Book Awards.
Sabawi is a sought after international speaker, a policy
advisor to Al-Shabaka, the Palestinian Policy Network, a
leading Palestinian think tank, and a frequent guest
presenter on Australian Broadcasting Corporation 744’s
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popular program Jon Faine's Conversation Hour. Her
Samah Sabawi is currently developing her fourth play
under the working title Them, a story highlighting the
plight of asylum seekers and is writing her doctoral thesis
on identity formation of Palestinians in Diaspora at
Victoria University, where she has been awarded a full
Australian Postgraduate Research Scholarship.

Russell Dumas and his dancers perform at the local church hall as part
of the symposium.

7:30pm 21 September 2016 Women’s
Photography and the AsiaPacific,
1857–1930
In this paper I will talk about my forthcoming book which
is an historical account of the lives and works of sixteen
women photographers who were active in the AsiaPacific region between 1857 and 1930. This is currently a
very under researched area and so it has been a challenge
to find material and research it in a careful and rigorous
fashion. I have looked at things like how these women
practised their craft, what was new about the techniques
and methods they used, how their work differed from
men’s photography, and how they contributed to the
growing popularity of photography across the region. But
I have also considered the political and artistic vision they
brought to bear on their subjects, the ideas and
experiences that linked as well as separated them, and
how they coped with the pressure of being women in a
male-dominated profession.
I have also studied them against the backdrop of
colonialism in the region. The period under review saw

significant changes across the Asia-Pacific. On the one
hand, the USA began vying with the European imperial
powers for influence and resources in the region, making
its presence felt in both economic and cultural spheres.
At the same time, the rigid, centralised systems of cultural
production and dispersal that had prevailed throughout
the age of imperial expansion began to give way to the
more dynamic, fluid networks that characterized the
formation known as colonial modernity, which was based
on horizontal connections and exchanges between
colonies and ex-colonies of the Asia-Pacific region
without reference to the old imperial powers. One of the
major challenges facing me has involved understanding
how these and other social and political forces impacted
on women photographers in the region and in particular
how they shaped some of the commercial as well as
artistic decisions they made.
Finally I discuss the method or approach to
understanding and using photographs that I have used
for the book. The book itself examines the sixteen
women photographers in their historical and
geographical contexts, but it also draws on criticism and
theory from gender studies, the history and theory of
photography, colonial and postcolonial studies and visual
cultures generally. In this sense it does not follow a
traditional art history approach but looks at the
photographic works and their makers in a much wider
context that just considerations of art or even
photography theory, instead understanding their works
to part of a much larger discursive system, one that had
links to the worlds of commerce, art, science and region,
but also to the growth and expansion of colonial
capitalism across the world and the region.
It is likely that Anne’s colleague Lucy Van will give a short
presentation of the work of Mavis Waverly, an early
Australian Aboriginal photographer. Anne would be
happy to run the seminar as a workshop for people doing
research and publications on similar topics. Perhaps this
decision can be left until people arrive on the 21.

Anne Maxwell is Associate Professor in the English and
Theatre Program at the University of Melbourne. In
addition to publishing a large number of essays on
colonial and postcolonial literature, she has published
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three monographs on colonial photography. Her fourth
book The Complete Craze: Women’s Photography and
Colonial Modernity is scheduled for publication in 2017.

situates racism between people of colour in an
institutionalized setting in Singapore. She initiated the
recent online conversation on racism in the country. Her
work focuses on applying concepts of Critical Race Theory
to the Singapore context. She was recently interviewed
by peer-reviewed journal ‘boundary2’ on “Chinese
Privilege, Gender and Intersectionality.” She has also
started a petition to reinstate Thaipusam as a holiday in
Singapore, and is currently working on policy changes in
that area. She has spoken at panel discussions held by the
Association of Women for Action & Research (AWARE),
and guest lectured at the National University of Singapore
(NUS). She holds a Master of Arts in Social and Political
Thought from the University of Sussex.

7:30pm 19 October 2016
(L-R) Fethi Mansouri, Joshua Ross, Rev Craig Thompson and Phillip
Darby at the public meeting on “Whose Problem is the ‘Problem with
Islam’”, 19 May 2016

Variegated geographies of citizenship.
The digital connectivity of Somali
forced migrants in post-colonial
Europe
This presentation considers the digital connectivity of

7:30pm 5 October 2016
Racism in Singapore
This talk will critically engage with the myth of Singapore
as a multicultural society. Singapore is seen as a successful
multi-racial society by much of the international
community, but this hides pressing issues of racial
inequality and structural discrimination. I will seek to show
where systemic racism exists between people of colour,
and how the intersections of race and gender function in
such cases. More broadly I will discuss the links between
decolonization, racism and politics in other Southeast
Asian societies. The presentation will be of particular
interest to members of the South Asian and Southeast
Asian diaspora, as well as to feminists concerned with
equity, misogyny and anti-blackness in the region.

Somali forced migrants living in post- colonial Europe,
taking into consideration the settlement realities of
Somalis in Italy and the United Kingdom, two countries
that were former colonial powers in the South and North
of Somalia. The United Kingdom is home to the world’s
longest established Somali community outside of Somalia
(approximately 120 000 Somali-born residents, according
to the Office for National Statistics) and is thus a preferred
destination for Somalis in Europe. In addition to being a
colonial power, Italy was the administrator of Somalia for
ten years following World War II until Somali
independence in 1960. Like the United Kingdom, Italy was
a first port of call for Somalis fleeing civil war after 1991
due to the longstanding Somali communities residing in
these countries that are a legacy of their historical ties.

Sangeetha Thanapal is an scholar and social media
activist engaged in anti-racism work in Singapore. She is
the originator of the term ‘Chinese Privilege,’ which
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target Muslim minorities (Praduroux 2015) and has a
relatively low number of Muslims leaving to become
foreign fighters, the children of migrants continue to
occupy the status of second-class citizens in spite of

proposed citizenship law reforms.
To what extent does the ex-centric communicative
circuitry (Gilroy 2000) of Somali forced migrants via social
media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Telegram
and Twitter provide alternative geographies of citizenship
in the contexts of Italy and the United Kingdom? Drawing
on digital ethnography mixed methods, this presentation
explores forms of citizenship created by digital
connectivity and their relationship to radicalisation.

Alison Caddick opening the proceedings at the public meeting on
Islam, 19 May 2016

Akin to other Muslim minorities living in non-Muslim
majority countries, Somalis commonly experience
diminished citizenship in Europe, where literature and

reportage disproportionately problematize Muslim
minorities in relation to questions of national security. A
number of scholars have highlighted how living with
limited political franchise can increase vulnerability to
increasingly sophisticated radicalizing influences,
especially
online.
In
the
United
Kingdom,
counterterrorism measures such as the PREVENT strategy,
which encourage citizens to monitor others, have
increased suspicion towards Muslim and other cultural
and religious minorities, leading to attenuated or
disconnected citizenships (Jarvis and Lister 2013). In this
climate, Muslims have come to be regarded as ‘archetypal
suspect citizens who must “prove” their citizenship
credentials’ (Johns et al. 2015; Hussein 2016). While Italy
does not have counter-terrorism policies that directly

Vivian Gerrand is an Honorary Fellow and Associate
Member of the Research Unit in Public Cultures, School of
Culture and Communication, at the University of
Melbourne. With interests in citizenship, image-making
and migration, her PhD explored representations of
Somali belonging in Australia and Italy. In 2015 she was a
Postdoctoral Fellow at the European University Institute.
Her book, Possible Spaces of Somali Belonging, was
published by Melbourne University Press in 2016.
Michael Dutton (L) reflects on the history of the Institute in his
conversation with Joan Clarke (second from left)
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Book Series: Writing Past Colonialism
After the publication of “From International Relations to
Relations International: Postcolonial Essays”, we have
two promising manuscripts nearing completion. We
have another manuscript, not suitable for our series, that
we hope to publish independently.
The book committee would welcome proposals that
break new ground in postcolonial studies. Our schedule
include books that address: grounded issues such as
nature and the environment; activist politics and
indigenous peoples’ struggles; cultural writing that pays
attention to the politics of literary forms;
Experimental approaches that produce new
postcolonial imaginaries by bringing together different
forms of documentation or combinations of theory,
performance and practice. Book proposals should be
submitted on a form to be provided by the Institute.

and somewhat perniciously linking this to staff
promotion. A similar story is starting to emerge in the UK
in terms of ‘Impact Factors’. We plan to address this
indexing issue with assistance from our publisher, Taylor
& Francis, over the coming months.
In another initiative we have also introduced a new series
of ‘critical dialogue’ forums – collections of shorter
commentaries and interventions – of which we have had
three already.
Also, the editors have reacted quickly to maintain the
quality of the journal by both actively seeking new
accomplished authors and, especially, by commissioning a
series of special issues. At present we have no less than 7
special issues currently in various stages of production.
Up-coming special issues include:
Against Recognition;
Postcolonial Bordering and Ontological Insecurities;
Feminism meets Postcolonialism: Rethinking Gender,
State and Political Violence;
Postcolonial Monuments;

Gary Foley addressing the audience at the symposium.

Postcolonial
Redux: Rethinking
Empire
from Downunder;
All that Glitters is not Gold: Globalisation in the Pacific
(2018);

Postcolonial Studies
Our readers will have noticed that
the Journal has fallen behind with its
publication schedule this year. One of
the reasons has been the recent fall
in the
number
of
high
quality manuscripts
submitted to the journal due to the
increasing importance many
universities are placing on particular
matrices
and
citation indexes when it comes to
judging the relevance of employee’s research work. For
example, recently I have received numerous queries from
authors, particularly in the USA, regarding which citation
indexes Postcolonial Studies appears in. Some US authors
are expressing regret that we don’t appear on the
Thompson Index which many American Association of
Universities (AAU) institutions are using to calibrate the
importance of research work in terms of national rankings

Decolonising the Academy.
In another initiative we have also introduced a new series
of ‘critical dialogue’ forums – collections of shorter
commentaries and interventions – of which we have had
three already.
More immediately, the next two miscellany issues will be
arriving in mid-September and early November.
David L Martin, Managing Editor
Yuki Kihara (centre front) with some of her appreciative audience
after her seminar “A Study of a Samoan Savage”, 4 May 2016.
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Subscriptions
You can now take out - or renew - a membership
subscription online by pointing your browser to
http://www.ipcs.org.au/ join.html. You will need to sign
up to the PayPal system the first time you use the system.
After that, payments can be made by credit card or
transfer from a bank account. Please note that
subscriptions taken out online will automatically renew
each year - you can cancel your subscription at any time
by visiting http://www.ipcs.org.au/join.html. Members
can also pay their subscriptions in person at IPCS or by
cheque mailed to the Institute.
Annual subscription rates are as follows:
Student Membership: $20 per annum
Ordinary Membership: $40 per annum
Corporate Membership: $500 per annum
The first 200 members of the Institute now receive a free
subscription to our journal Postcolonial Studies.
Donations
Donations to the Institute can now also be made online.
Donations over $2 are tax-deductible for Australian
taxpayers. To donate online, please visit our homepage at
http://www.ipcs.org.au/

78-80 Curzon St, North Melbourne,
VIC 3051, Australia
Telephone: + 61 3 9329 6381
Facsimile: + 61 3 9328 3131
Email: postcol@netspace.net.au
Web: http://www.ipcs.org.au
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